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Welcome to the 2016 Muskoka Summit on the Environment!

T

C

limate Change is happening now! Around the world we are experiencing more erratic weather
patterns resulting in long cool springs, floods, forest fires, ice storms and more. The changing
climate also has cascading effects on the environment, economy and our well-being. We need
to move beyond just thinking and talking about the issue and start taking action. This Summit will
tackle that challenge and begin to generate solutions on multiple levels.

he 2016 Muskoka Summit on the Environment was made possible through the generosity of the
following sponsors. Thank you for your support!

Gold Sponsors ($1,000+)

The Summit was conceived as an opportunity to engage and motivate people through open
debate and discussion on balancing environmental and economic objectives. We welcome
everyone to this year’s Summit and encourage you to join in the conversation. We are also
pleased to welcome over 30 high school and university students. It is their world and their fresh
ideas may stimulate some exciting new thoughts and actions.
As part of the youth participation, nine university level student groups have prepared posters on
their research projects. The topics of the research vary and the posters can be viewed on the
concourse just outside the auditorium doors. Please take some time to talk to the students and
view their posters. The top group will receive a $250 prize.
This year we are also very happy to present the 2nd MSE Research Award. This grant of $7,500
supports graduate level environmental research in Muskoka. Eight students submitted applications
for the award with topics ranging from climate change to the impact of heavy metals to wildlife
conservation. By encouraging research to be undertaken in Muskoka we learn more about our
environment and how to manage it sustainably. The award is supported through the sale of
raffle tickets, so please support this program and purchase your tickets.

Silver Sponsors ($500-999)

Bronze Sponsors
($100-499)

Other activities include an art show and sale and a presentation by Scales Nature Park on the
impact of climate change on our local reptiles.
As in years past, we will be developing a final communiqué. There is a draft communiqué in your
registration package. Please join the discussion and provide input throughout the Summit. We
will be revising the communiqué with your input over the next two days and the final document
will be circulated to local, regional, provincial and national organizations to encourage further
discussion and action on implementing solutions to climate change.
We’re excited to bring together leaders in the field of climate change to explore this important
topic and generate some solutions to tackle this challenging problem. We hope you will find the
event both informative and stimulating. Thanks for attending
Sincerely,
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Judi Brouse, Chair
MSE Organizing Committee

Rod & Joanne
Jones

—
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Agenda
Day 1: Friday, May 27

Day 2: Saturday, May 28

Session

Speaker

Location

Session

Speaker

Registration (9:30 am)

Exhibits

Multi-purpose
Room

Opening (9:00 am)

Summit Moderator: Dr. David Pearson,
Laurentian University

Opening (10:30 am)

Summit Moderator: Dr. David Pearson,
Laurentian University
•
•

Session 1 (11:30 am)

Lunch (12:30 pm)
Session 2 (2:00 pm)

Break (3:00 pm)
Session 3 (3:30 pm)
Reception & Art
Display (4:30 pm)

•

Video - A World of Solutions: The U.N. Climate Theatre
Sequel
Climate Change in Muskoka – Dr. Peter F Sale,
Muskoka Watershed Council

Building a Low Carbon, High Octane
Canadian Economy
Theatre
Stewart Elgie, Sustainable Prosperity

We need to watch our cold carbon stores if we
develop the north
Theatre
Nigel Roulet, McGill University
Multi-purpose
Room

Exhibits & Poster Session

Investment and climate change: An
Overview of the Issues and the Options
Theatre
Andy Heintzman, Investeco Capital Corp
Multi-purpose
Room

Cash Bar, Exhibits, Art Display

Dinner (6:00 pm)

Raffle!
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H

Sustainable Canada Dialogues’ ‘Acting on
Climate Change’
Theatre
Catherine Potvin, McGill University

Break (10:30 am)

Exhibits & Poster Session

Session 6 (11:00 am)

Lunch (12:00 pm)

Awards & Draws (1:00 pm)

Multi-purpose
Room

The Paris Agreement - what was accomplished? What challenges lie ahead?
Theatre
Elizabeth May, Green Party of Canada
Exhibits
Climate Change & Reptiles presentation
(12:20-12:50 pm) with live specimens by Scales
Nature Park

Multi-purpose
Room
Concourse

Announcement of the winner of the Student
Poster Award
Raffle winners announced

Panel (1:10 pm)

Moderator: Paul Kennedy, CBC Radio

Theatre

Closing (3:00 pm)

Judi Brouse, MSE Chair

Theatre

Dining Room
Announcement of Research Award Recipient

Session 4 (7:30 pm)

Theatre

Session 5 (9:30 am)

Multi-purpose
Room

Exhibits & Poster Session

Video - Sorry by spoken-word artist Prince
Ea

Location

What Next? The Road From Paris
David Miller, World Wildlife Fund Canada

Theatre

elp support research in the Muskoka River Watershed and win some great prizes by buying
raffle tickets, on sale during the Summit. The draw will be held at 1:00 pm on May 28th.
Winners must be in attendance at the time of the draw to win.

Tickets: $5 each or 5 for $20
1st Prize: a 2 person, 3 day
deluxe canoe trip package
in Algonquin Park with Algonquin Outfitters (value $580)

2nd Prize: a $100 gift card to
Algonquin Outfitters
(value $100)

3rd Prize: a Handcrafted
Grassmere Paddle
(value $200)

Join the Conversation

W

e hope for a thought-provoking and stimulating discussion following the
speaker sessions. A series of questions will be posted online and at the event to
encourage the development of solutions for our warming world.
Join the discussion on Twitter using the hashtag #2016MSE or visit the ‘sticky-note
board’ in the Multi-purpose Room and share your thoughts and opinions using the
sticky notes provided in your registration package.
Website: www.muskokasummit.org
Twitter: @muskokawatershd
Facebook: muskokawatershedcouncil

—
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Special Guests

Session 1

Summit Moderator: Dr. David Pearson

Dr. Stewart Elgie, Sustainable Prosperity

D

r. David Pearson is a Professor in the School of the Environment, working in the Vale Living with Lakes Centre at Laurentian University. He is
an earth scientist and was a member of the Department of Earth Sciences
from 1969 until 2005 when he became one of the two founding Co-Directors of the Laurentian University / Science North Graduate Diploma Program in Science Communication. From 1980 to 1986 he was on leave from
Laurentian as the Project Director and then Founding Director of Science
North.
From 2001 to 2007 David was founding Chair of the Ontario Office of the
Canadian Climate Impacts and Adaptation Research Network housed at
Laurentian and is now science advisor to its successor, the Ontario Centre
for Climate Impacts and Adaptation Resources. From 2008 to June 2010
he was Co-Chair of the Ontario government’s Expert Panel on Climate
Change Adaptation and also chaired the provincial government’s Science Advisory Panel for Ontario’s Far North Initiative. He has hosted two TV
series: “Understanding the Earth” (TV Ontario) and “Down to Earth” (Mid
Canada TV); and was “Dr. Dave”, the scientist for CBC Northern Ontario’s
weekly Radio Lab” from 1982 to 1997.

Panel Moderator: Paul Kennedy

—
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D

r. Stewart Elgie is a professor of law and economics at the
University of Ottawa, and director of the University’s interdisciplinary Environment Institute. He is also the founder and chair
of Sustainable Prosperity, Canada’s major green economy think
tank and research network.

Dr. Elgie started his career as a Bay Street lawyer. He left to do a
Masters at Harvard, and then took a job in Alaska with a public interest environmental law firm, including litigating over the
Valdez oil spill. He returned to Canada and founded Ecojustice,
now Canada’s largest non-profit environmental law organization,
where he was counsel on many precedent setting cases during
the 1990s, including four wins in the Supreme Court of Canada on constitution-environment issues.
In 2003, he left a successful legal career to go back to school at Yale for a doctorate in law and
economics. Since then, he has focused on how to harness economic forces to solve environmental
problems.
Dr. Elgie has led or served on many government advisory bodies in the environment and sustainability area. In 2001, he was awarded the Law Society of Upper Canada medal for exceptional lifetime
contributions to law – the youngest man ever to receive the profession’s highest honour. In 2015, he
received Canada’s Clean 50 Award, for Thought Leadership. Since the birth of twin boys in 2012, he no
longer has any hobbies.

Building a Low Carbon, High Octane Canadian Economy

P

aul Kennedy has been the host of Ideas since 1999, when he succeeded the legendary Lister Sinclair. But Paul’s association with the program
goes back more than thirty years, to 1977 when he made his first contribution to Ideas with a documentary called, The Fur Trade Revisited.

C

Paul’s interests encompass the environment, sport, travel, food, music, art
and biography. His work engages what he describes as, “the core curriculum of contemporary culture.” In the course of his work, he has travelled
across Canada, throughout North America, to Europe, Asia and the Middle East.

The idea that we have to pick between a strong
economy and a healthy environment is outdated thinking. There is abundant evidence, both in
Canada and beyond, about how to “decouple”
economic growth from environmental protection.

Paul has won national and international recognition for his work, including
an ACTRA award for best Canadian radio documentary for a program
called, War on the Home Front, co-authored with Timothy Findley; the
B’nai Brith Media Human Rights Award for a series called, Nuremberg on
Trial; and an Armstrong Award presented by Columbia University. In 2005,
he was awarded the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution Special Citation for Excellence in Ocean Science Journalism for his eight-part series,
Learning from the Oceans.

Drawing on the latest research and examples
from across Canada and around the world, Professor Elgie will discuss how to put Canada on the
path to clean growth. This means retooling our
energy, transport, building and industrial systems
to adopt modern, low carbon technologies and
processes (most of which already exist today).
A made-in-Canada green economy will include
capturing our share of the booming clean tech
sector, but it will also mean being among the sustainability leaders in energy, resources and manufacturing – traditional areas of Canadian strength
– to meet the market demand for cleaner performance in these sectors.

Paul has a BA from Queen’s University and an MLitt from the University of
Edinburgh, Scotland. He did post-graduate work at the University of Toronto, where he studied with Marshall McLuhan.

an Canada meet its Paris climate commitment and also have a globally competitive
economy in 2030? The answer is yes. In fact, that is
the only viable option.

It will take far-sighted leadership from governments to catalyze the private initiative and innovation to drive this shift. Dr. Elgie will review the
main types of public policies and investments
needed to promote low carbon growth. In large
part it boils down to providing the right economic
incentives to motivate businesses and individuals
to make greener choices, and building the clean
infrastructure needed to support those choices.
The good news is that many of these things are
already happening, but too slowly. We need to
accelerate the pace and scale of change. The
biggest challenge, in the end, may be to muster
the degree of alignment across different levels of
government, and different regions and parts of
Canadian society, needed to make this economy-wide shift by 2030.
These changes won’t be easy; there will some
bumps and transitional pain along the way. But it
is do-able – and necessary if we are serious about
combatting climate change and prospering in a
changing global economy.

—
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Session 2
Dr. Nigel Roulet, McGill University

D

r. Nigel T. Roulet is a James McGill Professor of Biogeosciences
in the Department of Geography. He obtained a joint Honours
B.Sc. in Biology and Geography (1979) and a M.Sc. in Watershed
Science (1981) from Trent University, and his PhD in Physical Geography, with a specialization in hydrology from McMaster University.
Dr. Roulet started his academic career in the Department of Geography at York University in 1985 and moved to McGill University in 1994.
He was the Director of the McGill School of Environment from 2003 to
June 2008, the Director of the Centre for Climate and Global Change
Research at McGill University from 1996-2002, and the Director of
the Global Environmental and Climate Change Research Centre
at McGill University from 2011-2014. Dr. Roulet became the Chair of
the Department of Geography in 2014. He was a Group Chair of the
Geosciences for the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research
Council of Canada’s Discovery Grants and Scholarships program
and currently serves on the NSERC Vanier Scholarship Committee.

Dr. Roulet’s research interests focus on the interactions among hydrology, climatology, and ecosystems processes in peatlands and forested catchments of the temperate, boreal, and arctic regions.
He has published over 170 scientific papers, book chapters and monographs and was a contributing
author to the 2nd through 4th scientific assessments of climate change by the United Nation’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Dr. Roulet recently served as a member of the Ontario Far
North Act Science Advisory Panel (2008-2010). He is currently an Associate Editor of Global Biogeochemical Cycles and Hydrological Processes, is a frequent guest editor of Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences, and has been an associate editor of Wetlands and the Journal of Geophysical
Research – Biogeosciences.
In November 2014, Dr. Roulet was elected as a fellow of the Academy of Science of the Royal Society
of Canada.

We Need to Watch our Cold Carbon Stores if we Develop the North

T

he countries who participated in COP21 in Paris,
December 2015 agreed to take steps to limit
emissions so that the global mean annual temperature would rise no more than 2°C of the pre-industrial mean. To accomplish this there needs
to be not only a massive (>50%) and rapid (<50
years) decarbonisation of energy production but
also a reduction in carbon emitted to the atmosphere due to land-use change. Most global carbon budgets indicate that 90% of the CO2 emitted is from the combustion of fossil fuels while 10%
is due to CO2 release during land-use change. To
minimize the effect of land-use on the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere we need to ensure
that our land-use activities do not reduce the
carbon on the land, reduce the productivity of
ecosystems, and/or reduce the duration of time
the carbon stays in storage.
Since the end of the 19th century land-use
change has resulted in two to three gigatonnes
of carbon being added to the atmosphere each
year and it was only after World War II that the
emissions from fossil fuels exceeded those due
to land-use change. Up until now the majority of
land-use change carbon has come from the temperate and tropical regions through the conversion of forests to agriculture. However, well over
40% of the Earth’s terrestrial carbon remains relatively undisturbed in the ecosystems of the Boreal,
Subarctic and Arctic regions. Unlike in tropical
ecosystems, much of this carbon is stored in soils.

Canada contains, and therefore has stewardship
over, a disproportionate amount of the Earth’s undisturbed terrestrial carbon. For northern countries
like Canada it is critical to understand how sensitive the soil carbon is to climate change (climate
– ecosystem feedbacks) and how the stores of
carbon could change with development on the
northern landscapes, so we do not repeat large
emissions that occurred from the development of
the southern latitudes.
In the development of climate policy the complexities of land-use change need to be considered. Canadians are looking north at the vast
untapped resources. Aspirations (e.g. Ontario’s
Far North, Quebec’s Plan Nord) express a desire
to pursue development of the north sustainably.
What do we mean by sustainable northern development? We are beginning to develop the
north with all the knowledge of development
in the south and a fairly good idea of the large
stores of carbon on the northern landscape. This
knowledge and understanding should provide the
foresight and awareness to develop innovative
strategies and safeguards to sustain this large land
carbon store. The necessity is clear – we cannot
afford to duplicate the emissions of greenhouse
gas from land-use change that have occurred
over the past 100-200 years, over the next 100
years and maintain a global temperature increase below 2°C.

Acknowledgements

I

n addition to the members of the MSE Organizing Committee, we would like to thank the many people that helped put together the 2016 Muskoka Summit on the Environment:
•
•
•
•
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The Town of Bracebridge for its ongoing support in hosting the Summit.
Lynda Lynn for coordinating the Art Show.
Tracy Hoehner and the staff at the Rene Caisse Theatre for technical and logistical support.
Daryl Underwood and the culinary students at BMLSS for a great dinner.
• Algonquin Outfitters and Grassmere Paddles for
donating raffle prizes.
• Andrea Smith, Andrew Paterson and Keith Somers for
selecting the MSE Research Award recipient.
• Dirk Janas, Moreen Miller and Jim Rusak for judging the
student posters and selecting the student poster winner.
• Cara Smith (BMLSS), Kevin Bruneau (Almaguin HS), Leslie
Cuthbertson (Huntsville HS), Paige Forsythe (St Dominic
CSS), Gillian Humphries (Gravenhurst HS), Sam Little
(Haliburton HS), and Julia Thornton (Parry Sound HS), the
teachers who ensured that youth could participate in
the Summit.

__________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
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Session 3
Andy Heintzman, Investeco Capital Corp

A

ndrew Heintzman is CEO and co-founder of Investeco Capital
Corp, the first venture capital company in Canada to be exclusively focused on environmental companies and sectors. Andrew
sits on the board of a number of companies including Rowe Farms,
Vital Farms and Lotek Wireless. Andrew is a director of the Tides
Canada Foundation, the Steering Committee of Sustainable Prosperity and is an advisor to the MGA program at the Munk School of
Global Affairs.

Andrew has been involved in public policy discussions around clean
energy and building a green economy as a member of Ontario’s
Clean Energy Task Force and prior to that as the chair of the Premier’s Climate Change Advisory Panel for the Province of Ontario
from 2008 to 2012. Andrew is the author of The New Entrepreneurs:
Building a Green Economy for the Future, and co-editor of Fueling the Future: How the Battle over Energy is Changing Everything, Feeding the Future: From Fat to Famine, and Food and Fuel: Solutions for
the Future.
Andrew has a BA and an MA from McGill University.

greenhouse gasses. These include risks of increasing public policy responses (including, for example, carbon pricing); risks associated from climate
change itself; and risks associated from the public
reaction to climate change. Each of these risks
requires a separate analysis, because they are
derived from totally different factors. But they are
also overlapping to some extent as well.
Finally, time permitting, I hope to end by provoking a broader discussion about the role of investment in our lives, a discussion that goes beyond
merely climate change to consider broader

environmental and social questions. My view is
that the idea that investment decisions should be
made separately from our broader interests in the
rest of our lives is deeply flawed, and that there
are powerful personal benefits to reintegrating our
investment decisions back into the rest of our lives.
These benefits stray outside of the normal lexicon
of investment, and have to do with things like
empowerment and building meaning in our lives.
But they are very real nonetheless, and point to a
new frame to understand the investment choices
that we make.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

Investment and climate change: An Overview of the Issues and the
Options

I

nvestment decisions are a key factor in the
speed at which the world deals with reducing
greenhouse gas emissions. Investors can influence
the decisions that all corporations make when
determining their approach to carbon emissions
and greenhouse gasses. But the relationship is not
a simple one. There are a variety of options available to investors, and each option comes with
its own risk-return analysis both from a financial
perspective and from an environmental one. But
it is critical that investors know the options that are
available to them, and that they think carefully
about which option best suits their objectives. My
goal in this talk will be to outline some of the various options and the pros and cons of each, and
introduce as well a larger framework to consider
the question.

—
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I will generally group the options into X different
buckets: Divestment, SG&A, Engagement, Active
investment. Except for divestment – which I think
implies a complete sale of financial assets related
to carbon—the other categories are not mutually
exclusive; an investor may choose to use these
strategies simultaneously on different parts of their

portfolio. My goal will be to talk through these
options and consider the potential positive and
negatives aspects of each.
I will also try to situate this discussion within two
broader frameworks. The first framework is that
of past examples of social movements that used
investment as a tool for change, and here I am
referring to everything from the abolition movement, to anti-apartheid movement, to the movement against tobacco. These are all relevant
precedents and are worth noting to understand
better what has worked in the past and what will
work in the future if our goal is to move the world
more rapidly towards lower greenhouse gas emissions.
The second broad framework is one of risk. Risk is
of course the language of the financial markets,
and so it is a critical lens through which to understand greenhouse gas emissions because it is a
lens that is comprehensible to all investors (even
those who might not care about greenhouse gas
emissions in-and-of themselves). There are a variety of profound investment risks that are related to

MSE Organizing Committee
CHAIR: Judi Brouse ~ Community Representative
TREASURER: Jan McDonnell ~ Community Representative
Christy Doyle ~ Muskoka Watershed Council/District of Muskoka
Paul Grinnell ~ Friends of the Muskoka Watershed
Jill Harris ~ Town of Bracebridge
Barb Hutchinson ~ Stoneleigh Associates Inc.
Neil Hutchinson ~ Hutchinson Environmental Sciences Ltd.
Dirk Janas ~ Palmer Environmental Consulting Group Inc.
Lyndsie McGregor ~ Community Representative
Andrew Paterson ~ DESC - Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change
Jim Rusak ~ DESC - Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change
Peter Sale ~ Muskoka Watershed Council
Andrea Smith ~ Hutchinson Environmental Sciences Ltd.
Rebecca Willison ~ Muskoka Watershed Council/District of Muskoka

S

cales Nature Park is a 21 hectare conservation area located
just south of Orillia, Ontario. The focus of this facility is the conservation of reptiles, amphibians, and fish, and the habitats that
these animals require.

Join Scales, along with their snake and turtle friends, for a presentation on Climate Change and Reptiles. You can catch it on Saturday, May 28th at 12:20 pm in the concourse.

—
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Session 4

Session 5

David Miller, World Wildlife Fund Canada

Dr. Catherine Potvin, McGill University

D

C

avid Miller was Mayor of Toronto from 2003 to 2010 and Chair of
the influential C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group from 2008
to 2010. Under his leadership, Toronto became widely admired
internationally for its environmental leadership, economic strength
and social integration. He is a leading advocate for the creation of
sustainable urban economies, and a strong and forceful champion
for the next generation of jobs through sustainability.
Miller did not seek a third term as mayor in the 2010 election. In
2011, Miller assumed a position with the World Bank as an advisor
on urban issues. In 2013, he was appointed as president and CEO
of WWF-Canada, the Canadian division of the international World
Wildlife Fund.

What Next? The Road From Paris

T

he fact that the Nations agreed in Paris to a
climate agreement created incredible optimism. But what is next? How do we address
the significant challenges to people and nature
faced today? For example, WWF’s Living Planet
report shows that 52 percent of the world’s wildlife
populations have disappeared since the 1970’s
due to human economic activity, increasingly because of climate change. Species as divergent as
Polar Bears and Bees – and humans – are threatened. How do we expedite modern solutions that
preserve ecosystems? WWF Canada is working to
connect nature, community and economy – for
example through the support of new smaller scale
tidal power projects in the Bay of Fundy. Could
these technologies be used to create energy in
the arctic?

_______________________________________________

—
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What else can people, business, ENGO’s do?
Can we learn from the best ideas from international city governments? Consider cities as 75 %
of emissions – energy generation, transportation,
heating and cooling buildings. Solutions lowering
emissions, building stronger and more inclusive
communities exist. Can these be undertaken at
scale, rapidly? What other lessons can we learn
from international examples?
David Miller will speak from his perspective as the
head of Canada’s largest international conservation organization and the former Head of the C40
Climate Leadership Group.

Evening Session
Sponsored By

atherine Potvin is a Professor in the Department of Biology
at McGill University. She is a plant biologist who specializes
in tropical forest ecology and conservation. Tropical forests play
a crucial role in the global carbon cycle and for species conservation. Currently, Dr. Potvin is preoccupied by climate change
and is passionately searching for solutions with her research
group. These entail the study of land uses and the protection of
forests in full respect for the people that live in or from them. This
is why the banner of her laboratory is “Science for empowerment”.

Dr. Potvin earned a B.Sc. and a M.Sc. at l’Université de Montréal, and then, in 1985 she completed a Ph.D. in Botany from
Duke University in North Carolina. She has been with the Biology Department at McGill University for 25
years.

Sustainable Canada Dialogues’ Acting on Climate Change

T

he Paris Agreement is spelling the beginning of
global de-carbonization. In Paris, Canada positioned itself as part of the alliance of highly ambitious countries. So, what should be done next?
In the context of the transition towards a low
carbon economy, Dr. Potvin will present the work
of Sustainable Canada Dialogues, a network of
more than 60 scholars from all 10 provinces of
Canada who together drafted a climate action
plan for the country. The scholars, with disciplinary backgrounds ranging from engineering to
business to biology to sociology, produced a
consensus on science-based, viable solutions.
At the centre of this climate action plan are ten
key policy guidelines relevant to citizens, municipalities, regions and the entire country, which
identify building blocks for the transition towards a
low-carbon economy.

These policy guidelines will be presented and
discussed in the context of the Muskoka region.
Moving away from the usual negative discourse
emphasizing the need to reduce environmental
harm, Sustainable Canada Dialogues proposes practical actionable solutions. Dr. Potvin will
emphasize that climate change mitigation efforts
in Canada demand a transition towards a new
model of development improving both human
livelihoods and environmental quality. While people feel overwhelmed by the problem of climate
change and are terrified to hear about a visibly
melting Arctic, tornadoes and droughts, she will
show how the transition could help build a new
futures vision for Canada while opening important
opportunities for innovation and employment.
It is time to consider climate change actions as
opportunities. The time ahead of us is challenging
but exciting and mobilising.

______________________________________________

_______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________
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Session 6
Elizabeth May, Green Party of Canada

E

lizabeth May is leader of the Green Party of Canada and has a
long record as a committed advocate for social justice, for the
environment, for human rights, and for economic pragmatic solutions. She is an environmentalist, writer, activist and lawyer who has
been active in the environmental movement since 1970.

W

hile the climate crisis has finally achieved a
global agreement focused on actions by
every country on earth, the failure of governments
to act over the last three decades has dramatically worsened the scale and scope of the threat.
Ironically, over those decades the available tools
for global climate action have been removed
from the toolbox of climate negotiations.

___________________________________________

The 2009 disaster in Copenhagen removed from
the tool kit for MEA negotiators embedding targets and timelines in climate agreements – as had
been done in the Kyoto Protocol. The steady diminution of accessible tools to construct a workable
global agreement to address the climate crisis
has gone by –unremarked and unchallenged. The
Paris Agreement is an unquestionable success in
In 1987, governments took effective action to
being both legally-binding and having the corprotect the ozone layer in the Montreal Protocol.
rect long-term target – to avoid global average
The Montreal Protocol originated the concept of
temperatures increasing by 1.5 degrees Celsius
“common but differentiated responsibilities.” It
above pre-Industrial levels. But the agreement has
allowed the developing world to increase use of
no specific targets for governments, no enforceozone-depleting substances by 15%, while industri- ment mechanism and no penalties. How could it,
alized countries were required to slash use by 50%. given that governments had removed those from
All countries accepted that further actions would
the negotiators’ available tool kit over several
be driven by science. Fairly rapidly, both develdecades?
oping and developed countries moved to deep
reductions leading to virtual elimination of ozone
We are left in a zero-sum debate with many promdepleting chemicals.
inent critics of the hypocrisy of governments and
global corporate rule laying the blame on capiIn 1997, the same governments faced a similar
talism. If we have to replace capitalism in order to
threat – one with the potential of ending life on
solve the climate crisis, we are beyond hope. Even
earth – and agreed to approach greenhouse
if doable, it will simply take too long. The collision
gases (GHG) on the basis of common but difcourse between increasingly invasive agreements
ferentiated responsibilities. The Kyoto Protocol
to protect corporate interests while diminishing
differed from the Montreal Protocol in two signifinational sovereignty and climate agreements, on
cant ways- GHG were a tougher challenge than
the other hand, can be addressed. To make the
ozone-depleters due to the deep dependence
Paris Agreement work we need a fundamental
of the global economy on fossil fuels. A second,
re-examination of
less noted difference may have been fatal to
the web of InvesKyoto – the Montreal Protocol had an effective
tor-State agreeenforcement mechanism with trade sanctions
ments. We do not
available to penalize any offending country. The
need to eliminate
emergence of the World Trade Organization in
capitalism. We do
the mid-90’s led to a political decision from all the need to reverse
same nations that negotiated the United Nathe trend toward
tions Framework Convention on Climate Change
corporate rule.
(1992) and the Kyoto Protocol (1997) to remove
access to enforcement mechanisms to Multilateral Environmental Agreements (MEA).

__________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

__________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

__________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

__________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

Elizabeth first became known in the Canadian media in the mid1970s through her leadership as a volunteer in the grassroots movement against proposed aerial insecticide spraying on forests near
her home on Cape Breton Island, Nova Scotia. The effort prevented aerial insecticide spraying from ever occurring in Nova Scotia.
Years later, she and a local group of residents went to court to
prevent herbicide spraying. Winning a temporary injunction in 1982
held off the spray program, but after two years, the case was eventually lost. In the course of the litigation, her family sacrificed their home and seventy acres of land in
an adverse court ruling to Scott Paper. However, by the time the judge ruled the chemicals were safe,
2,4,5-T’s export from the U.S. had been banned. The forests of Nova Scotia were the last areas in Canada to be sprayed with Agent Orange.
Her volunteer work also included successful campaigns to prevent the approval of uranium mining in
Nova Scotia, and extensive work on energy policy issues, primarily opposing nuclear energy.
Elizabeth held the position of Associate General Counsel for the Public Interest Advocacy Centre, representing consumer, poverty and environment groups from 1985–86. She has worked extensively with
indigenous peoples internationally, particularly in the Amazon, as well as with Canadian First Nations.
She was the first volunteer Executive Director of Cultural Survival Canada from 1989-1992 and worked
for the Algonquin of Barriere Lake from 1991-1992. Elizabeth was the founding Executive Director of the
Sierra Club of Canada and held that position until 2006.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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The Paris Agreement – what was accomplished? What challenges
lie ahead?

—
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Poster Session

T

he following posters will be presented at the 2016 Muskoka Summit on the Environment. Researchers will
have an opportunity to discuss their findings with Summit participants throughout the event, culminating
with a $250 prize being awarded to one project during Saturday lunch.

Turfgrass as a Nutrient Filter: A Simulated Field Study

Amanda Grant, Christopher Murray and Nandakumar Kanavillil
Lakehead University
The study examines strategies to reduce the export of plant nutrients, nitrogen and phosphorus, to waterbodies to help resolve the problem of nutrient pollution and eutrophication. Different strategies employed
by golf courses to manage nutrient export are examined.

Impacts of Thinning on Red Pine (Pinus resinosa) Growth: A Study After Initial Thinning
Ryan Stevens, Gerardo Reyes and Nandakumar Kanavillil
Lakehead University

Thinning is a forest management strategy used to improve stock quality and reduce the impacts of prolonged competition, the prevalence of insect damage, and disease. The study examined the impact of
thinning on the growth of red pine in managed plantations established in Simcoe County.

Does Daphnia Anti-predator Response Mediate the Impacts of the Invasive Bythotrephes
longimanus?
Sarah S Hasnain (recipient of the 2014 MSE Research Award) and Shelley E Arnott
Queen’s University

The Spiny Water Flea, Bythotrephes longimanus, is an invasive predator in the Muskoka region. This study
examined the hypothesis that the negative impacts on an introduced predator in an aquatic community
are due to ineffective anti-predator responses of native prey communities.

Implementing Small Scale Composting in Central Ontario Institutions
Kate Crawford, Hannah Hancock and Christopher Murray
Lakehead University

An institution, such as a school, that is interested in pursuing composting faces obstacles such as when organic waste is generated and corresponding times of appropriate ambient temperature for composing,
and student availability to operate the program. This study, underway since January 2016, aims to evaluate the effect of several process parameters on the rate at which compost will mature in small outdoor
reactors during winter.

Community-based Adaptation to Climate Change in the Context of Multiple Stressors in
Funafuti, Tuvalu
Sandra McCubbin and Barry Smit
University of Guelph and Queen’s University

It is widely accepted that small island states, including those in the Pacific, are highly vulnerable to the
impacts of climate change; thus, there is a need for small island societies to explore opportunities for
adaptation. This research employs a community-based analysis that considers vulnerability and adaptation to climate change in the context of biophysical, socioeconomic, and cultural stressors.

Quantifying the Resilience of Ontario Freshwater Fish Communities to a Warming
Environment
Karl Lamothe, Donald Jackson and Keith Somers
University of Toronto

As air temperatures in Ontario are steadily rising, so too are freshwater lake temperatures. Increases in
lake temperature directly impact freshwater fish and can lead to changes in species distributions over
time. This study looks at quantifying the relative resilience of lake fish communities in the Muskoka region
to a warming environment, and how that might change with the loss of coldwater species.

A Resilient Watershed: Applying a Systems-based Approach to Long-term Management
of the Muskoka Watershed in Consideration of an Uncertain Climate Future
Elaine Ho and Sondra Eger
University of Waterloo

In considering the implications of predicted climatic changes, initiatives in the Muskoka region have
been undertaken to explore opportunities to improve the management of the Muskoka Watershed.
This includes the implementation of Cumulative Effects Assessment and Monitoring (CEAM). This study
proposes a more comprehensive, multidimensional framework incorporating aspects of known approaches, including: Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM), Adaptive Management (AM),
vulnerability analysis, Environmental Assessment (EA), CEAM, and others.

Community-based Monitoring in Water Quality Protocols in Canadian Biosphere Reserves
Emily Corbett
Queen’s University

This study explores the best practices in community based monitoring protocols in biosphere reserves using two case studies: shoreline photographic inventory project at Desert Lake, within the Frontenac Arch
Biosphere Reserve; and an assessment of phosphorous monitoring protocols at various locations within
the Georgian Bay Biosphere Reserve.

Climate Induced Forest Change: A Speculative Outlook on Ontario’s Future Forests
Lauren Malo and Warren Mabee
Queen’s University

—
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The aim of this research, based in Haliburton, is to estimate changes in forest growth and subsequent
changes in forest cover in response to climatic changes in the year 2100 in Ontario forests. Estimates on
forest change are then used to discuss the future use of forest resources, inform forest management and
policy to mirror ongoing changes, and ultimately allow for improved adaptation to changes in climate.

Student Poster Award
The winner of the $250 award will be
announced at 1:00 pm on Saturday, May
28th, 2016.

—
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MSE Research Award

A

portion of funds raised through the Muskoka Summit on the Environment and associated fundraising
activities (i.e. raffles, drink sales, etc) support graduate student environmental research within the Muskoka River Watershed in the fields of environmental science, resource studies and/or policy. The MSE Research
Award, in the amount of $7,500, is awarded every two years and is designed to support a wide range of
environmental research on aquatic, terrestrial, and atmospheric environments.
Eight applications were received for the 2016 MSE Research Award, summarized below. Winner of the $7,500
prize will be announced at the 2016 Muskoka Summit on the Environment during the Friday evening dinner
on May 27th.

Robert Chlumsky, University of Waterloo

Understanding Surface Water Hydrology and Dam Management in the Canadian Shield Environment
The main research objectives of this study are to improve understanding of both surface water hydrology
in the Canadian Shield environment and impacts of dam management decisions on surface water. Tools
will be developed to assist water operators in forecasting streamflow and adhering to regulatory constraints in the Muskoka and Madawaska watersheds.

Phaedra Cowden, Trent University

Assessment of the Spatial Variability of Atmospheric Deposition Across the Muskoka Region
This study will create an extensive moss species catalogue for the Muskoka region, as well as collect the
commonly used biomonitoring moss species (Hylocomium splendens and/or Pleurozium schreberi) at
regular spaced locations throughout the watershed. The objective is to provide a high-resolution assessment of the spatial variability of atmospheric deposition across the Muskoka region. These data will also
be submitted to the International Co-operative Programme (ICP) on Vegetation under the Convention on
Long-range Transboundary Air Pollution, as the Canadian submission to their regular repeat survey. This has
the benefit of setting the Muskoka analysis in the context of the wide-scale European assessment.

Emily Kiehnau, University of Oklahoma

The Influence of an Invasive Predator on the Community Assembly of Native Competitors
The research will link predation of an invader on a native prey species with evolved phenotypic variation in antipredator traits, and then link this phenotypic variation with deviation in community assembly.
The first hypothesis is that the introduction of an invasive predator will induce rapid and adaptive evolutionary responses in natural populations of prey species. The second hypothesis is that the evolution of
a strong competitor in response to selection pressure by an invasive predator will influence subsequent
community assembly of native competitors occupying the same trophic level as the prey species.

Melanie Overhill, Queen’s University

Assessing the Variation in Tolerances of Daphniids to Calcium Decline
The research will assess variation in tolerances of daphniids to Calcium (Ca) decline, by comparing
survival and reproduction of populations of Daphnia pulicaria across lakes with different Ca concentrations. Although the effects of Ca decline on Daphnia spp has been studied, only one study has
examined the effect of Ca on multiple populations of a single species. Quantifying tolerance to low-Ca
among populations will allow us to determine if variation in Ca tolerance exists within a single species,
and how regional location affects the ability of a population to tolerate low-Ca conditions.

Lynn Remmelgas, Lakehead University

Developing a Stewardship Program for the Threatened Eastern Wolf
The research will increase the understanding of human-carnivore conflict in order to suggest better
strategies to conserve the Eastern wolf and the agricultural industry. It will help in the decision making
process of predator conservation management programs, and create an awareness campaign and
stewardship program for the public on the threatened Eastern wolf.

Scott Turner, University of Waterloo
Bailey Hewitt, York University

The Influence of Climate Change on Ecosystems of Northern Temperate Lakes
This research project will expand the present body of literature by examining how climate-induced
changes on lake ice are influencing the ecosystems of north temperate lakes. The first objective is to identify how the lake ice phenology has changed on nine lakes over the last 35 years. The second objective is
to determine how the changes in lake ice phenology influenced the lakes’ ecosystems physically, chemically and biologically. The nine lakes being studied are: Harp Lake, Huntsville, Lake 239, ELA (Experimental
Lakes Area) and Sparkling Lake, Allequash Lake, Big Muskellunge Lake, Crystal Lake, Crystal Bog, Trout
Lake, Trout Bog, Wisconsin.

Md Mozammel Hoque, Trent University

The Impact of Climate Change on Forest Disturbance and Degradation

—
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The main research objective is the development of a methodology for the continuous assessment, mapping, and monitoring of present and historic forest disturbance and degradation trends and their projections under climate change using remote sensing technology, existing ground measurements, and predictive models in the Muskoka area. Specifically, the research will identify, test, and set up procedures for the
continuous monitoring of forest disturbance and degradation throughout the Muskoka forested area and
climate change impacts on these forests.

Flood Mitigation in Muskoka

The research will seek to identify residential areas within the Muskoka region that are vulnerable to significant flooding, and to design cost-effective retrofit flood mitigation systems which can be implemented
by residents.

Art Show & Sale

A

primary objective of the Summit is to reach out to the public and provide opportunity for dialogue on important issues. This year we are
pleased to further that dialogue through art. Eight local artists took up the
challenge and produced some wonderful artwork on the theme of environmental solutions. All the art work is for sale with 15% of each sale going
to the MSE Research Award Fund. Please support our local artists and local
environmental research. All of the work is displayed in the multipurpose
room.
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